The Committee on Natural Resources will hold a hearing entitled “Forgotten Voices: The Inadequate Review and Improper Alteration of Our National Monuments” on Wednesday, March 13, 2019, at 10AM in 1324 Longworth House Office Building.

I. WITNESSES

Panel 1
- The Honorable Carleton Bowekaty, Lieutenant Governor, Pueblo of Zuni
- Kathleen Clarke, Director, Public Lands Coordinating Office, State of Utah (Republican Witness)
- Ed Roberson, Utah State Director, Bureau of Land Management
- The Honorable Tony Small, Vice Chairman, Ute Indian Tribe
- The Honorable Clark W. Tenakhongva, Vice Chairman, Hopi Tribe

Panel 2
- Nicole Croft, Executive Director, Grand Staircase Escalante Partners
- Suzette Morris, Member, Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, White Mesa, Utah (Republican Witness)
- P. David Polly, Immediate Past President, Society of Vertebrate Paleontology
- The Honorable Leland Pollock, Commission Chair, Garfield County, Utah (Republican Witness)
- Dana Waggoner, Owner, Escalante Outfitters

II. BACKGROUND

The Democrats have convened this hearing to criticize former Interior Secretary’s Zinke’s review of previous national monument designations and to malign President Trump’s redrawing of monuments to appropriate size. They continue to perpetuate the falsehood that recent national monument designations have been locally-driven and done out of genuine concern for the protection of antiquities. The reality is that the Obama and Clinton Administrations, urged on by well-heeled activist groups, abused their executive authority to lock-down massive amounts of land – without public review and irrespective of whether legitimate antiquities were protected in the process. Ranking Republican Bishop will argue that the chief source of controversy over national monument designations is the Antiquities Act itself, an inherently undemocratic statute that allows presidents to dictate significant federal land management decisions without public participation, congressional review, or fulfilling any procedural requirements.
As discussed in further detail below, the Antiquities Act of 1906 (54 U.S.C. 320301 et seq.) allows Presidents to unilaterally create national monuments on federal lands where objects of antiquity are at risk. On April 26, 2017, President Trump issued an executive order requiring the Secretary of the Interior to study national monuments established or expanded by Presidents under the Antiquities Act since 1996. The executive order required review of national monuments where the size at establishment or after expansion exceeded 100,000 acres or where the Secretary determined that the action was taken "without adequate public outreach and coordination." The goal of the review was to ensure that monuments established through Presidential proclamation were meeting the spirit and letter of the Antiquities Act. Because of the review, the Interior Secretary recommended boundary adjustments for those units that did not meet the “smallest area compatible with proper care and management” requirement of the Antiquities Act. Secondary goals included ensuring that monuments did not restrict public access, burden private land, restrict hunting/fishing, or eliminate traditional uses.

On December 4, 2017, following review by the Secretary of the Interior of the 27 monuments established since 1996, President Trump signed a proclamation to reduce the Bears Ears National Monument from 1.35 million to 201,876 acres. The modification of this Obama-created Monument resulted in two new separate monuments: Shash Jáa (Navajo for “Bears Ears”) at 129,980 acres and Indian Creek at 71,896 acres. On that same day, President Trump signed a proclamation to reduce the Clinton-era Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument from 1.9 million to 1 million acres. The proclamation replaced the Grand Staircase-Escalante with three smaller monuments: Grand Staircase at about 209,933 acres; Kaiparowits at 551,000 acres; and Escalante Canyons at 243,000 acres.

Antiquities Act of 1906

At the beginning of the 20th century, vandals and robbers began looting sacred Native American burial grounds and archeological sites throughout the territories in the Southwest. The destruction of archeological artifacts prompted Congress to enact the Antiquities Act of 1906, which authorized the President to designate national monuments on federal lands containing “historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, or other objects of historic or scientific interest.” The law also required that national monuments “be confined to the smallest area compatible with proper care and management of the objects to be protected.” Furthermore, the President could only designate national monuments “upon the lands owned or controlled by the Government of the United States.”

---

1 54 U.S.C. 320301 states: The President may, in the President's discretion, declare by public proclamation historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated on land owned or controlled by the Federal Government to be national monuments... The President may reserve parcels of land as a part of the national monuments. The limits of the parcels shall be confined to the smallest area compatible with the proper care and management of the objects to be protected.
3 Ibid.
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The Act granted Presidents the flexibility to quickly protect small Native American sites in imminent danger from looting and destruction. President Theodore Roosevelt designated the first National Monument, Devils Tower, in 1906. Over time, Presidents have interpreted the Antiquities Act in an increasingly broad manner, expanding both the size and basis of National Monument designations, despite the legislative history of the Act plainly reflecting Congress’s clear intent to limit designation size.

Despite the Antiquities Act’s original noble intent, Executive overreach has shown the law is susceptible to abuse. Presidents of both parties have increasingly used the Antiquities Act in unprecedented ways. By vesting total authority in one individual, this law sidesteps our American system of checks and balances and has regrettably been used to curry favor with wealthy activist organizations while ignoring stakeholder input and the effects of designations on local communities.

In addition to Presidential overreach, the Antiquities Act is also outdated and fails to live up to modern standards for public input and transparency. Since the enactment of the Antiquities Act, Congress and the Executive branch have enacted over one dozen statutes and regulations governing use and protection of federal lands. Further, the Antiquities Act does not lay out any public process before proclaiming a new national monument, nor are Antiquities Act designations subject to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) which normally governs major federal actions affecting the quality of the human environment.

**Bears Ears National Monument, Utah**

*History:* Designated by President Obama on December 28, 2016; *Original Size:* 1,351,849 acres.

Despite overwhelming State and local resistance to the designation of a national monument, President Obama designated Bears Ears in Utah during the waning days of his Administration. The Administration ignored the voices of local tribes in the area who opposed the creation of a national monument because of concerns about increased vandalism, foot traffic, lack of access, and potential loss of revenue streams.

The push for a national monument in southeastern Utah began in October 2014 during a meeting of the Conservation Lands Foundation (CLF) in San Francisco, California. During the meeting, CLF discussed the prospects of designating a national monument in southeastern Utah and agreed to call the National Monument Bears Ears, “to move away from a Navajo name.” CLF expressed concerns about “hitching [their] success to the Navajo” in the event that local Navajo in San Juan County, Utah,

---

12 President Theodore Roosevelt designated the first National Monument, Devils Tower, in 1906.
13 In their discussions of the bill, Congressmen Lacey and Stephens debated whether Presidents would eventually abuse the Antiquities Act. Congressman Lacey, the bill’s sponsor, reassured the bill provides that reservations “shall be the smallest area necessary [sic] for the care and maintenance of the objects to be preserved,” Congressional Record, 1906, https://coast.noaa.gov/data/Documents/OceanLawSearch/Congressional%20Record_House%20&%20Senate%201906.pdf?redirect=301ocm.
14 Some of the major statutes created to protect archeological resources include: Historic Sites Act (1935) – establishing the National Historic Landmarks Program; National Stolen Property Act (1948); Reservoir Salvage Act (1960); National Historic Preservation Act (1966); Archeological and Historic Preservation Act (1974); Archeological Resources Protection Act (1979); Abandoned Shipwreck Act (1987); Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (1990); National Maritime Heritage Act (1994); American Battlefield Protection Program Act (1996); National Historic Lighthouse Preservation Act (2000); Sunken Military Craft Act (2004).
disagreed with the group’s proposal. The campaign to designate Bears Ears as a national monument received millions of dollars in donations from out-of-State environmentalists, including $20 million in donations from the Hewlett and Packard foundations and a portion of $15.6 million in grants from the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation. Outside organizations also heavily supported the Bears Ears Inter-Tribal Coalition, a group representing five tribes that supported a national monument designation, by creating their website, crafting maps of their Bear Ears National Monument proposal, sending out press releases and contacting the media.

The Bears Ears National Monument proposal faced enormous opposition in the State of Utah. In a poll conducted in May 2016, only 17% of Utahns favored the President designating Bears Ears as a national monument. No member of the Utah Congressional delegation, or the Utah Governor, supported the unilateral designation, and they were not meaningfully consulted by the Obama Administration on a national monument proposal prior to the Presidential proclamation. The Obama Administration failed to offer any concrete pre-designation plans or details to members of the Congressional delegation, despite repeated requests on the record to collaborate on the future of these areas.

As mentioned above, following the thorough National Monuments Review that included significant outreach to the local Utah voices who had been ignored by the Obama Administration, President Trump signed a proclamation reducing the size of the Bears Ears National Monument. All federal lands removed from the Monument remain under management by the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service, and these lands continue to be managed and protected under multiple use and sustained yield mandates under law. This right-sizing of the Monument released more than 90,000 acres of Utah State land in addition to 6,000 acres of privately-owned land that was locked inside by the Obama Administration. In Utah, revenues from State trust lands are used to fund the public-school system. Locking these lands up in National Monuments significantly curtailed the revenue from the land and directly impacts Utah public schools.

Grand Staircase-Escalante, Utah

History: Designated by President Clinton on September 18, 1996; Original Size: 1.88 million acres.

Without warning, President Clinton designated Utah’s massive Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument during the tail end of his first term during a visit to Arizona’s Grand Canyon. As uncovered in a 1998 Committee on Resources report, this new Monument was designated despite the proclamation not citing specific antiquities needing protection and was clearly meant to help President Clinton’s re-election and boost his support among environmental groups. This designation caused a
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massive uproar in Utah and was not supported by a single member of the bi-partisan Utah Congressional delegation, or Utah’s Governor. The designation impeded or entirely stopped energy development, recreational access, timber production, and grazing within the boundaries of the National Monument.

Prior to the designation, the Clinton Administration held no town halls, public meetings, or public comment sessions in Utah and did not receive any input from local stakeholders or land managers. Perhaps most egregiously, the Administration only kept the designation a secret from Utahns and members of Utah’s Congressional delegation. The White House Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) reached out to then-Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), Governor Roy Romer (D-CO), Congressman Bill Richardson (D-NM), and Governor Bob Miller (D-NV) to get feedback on the proposal and even questioned if “there [were] Democratic candidates [they] should alert” about the designation. Over a week before the designation, CEQ staff notified reporters at the Washington Post about the designation, while simultaneously representing to the Utah delegation that no decision had been made yet.

The Clinton Administration clearly established the National Monument for political, not archeological, purposes. According to correspondence obtained by the Natural Resources Committee, former Clinton CEQ Chair, Katie McGinty, expressed hesitation about the designation and said, “I’m increasingly of the view that we should just drop these Utah ideas. we [sic] do not really know how the enviros will react and I do think there is a danger of ‘abuse’ of the withdraw/antiquities authorities especially because these lands are not really endangered.” However, she also wrote to the President that the action “would help overcome the negative views toward the Administration created by the timber rider. Designation of the new monument would create a compelling reason for persons who are now disaffected to come around and enthusiastically support the Administration.”

The designation of the Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument resulted in devastating consequences for the surrounding communities. In a study conducted by Utah State University, researchers found that reduction in grazing alone resulted in a loss of 81 jobs and $9,101,801 in economic input yearly in sparsely populated Garfield and Kane Counties. However, the largest economic losses came from the reduced potential for energy and minerals development. According to a study from the Utah Geological Survey, the value of potential energy mineral resources in Grand Staircase-Escalante totals between $223 billion and $330 billion, including $221-321 billion of coal, $2 billion-$17.5 billion of coal-bed gas, $20 million-$1.1 billion of petroleum, and at least $4.5 million of other minerals.

One of the most controversial aspects of the designation involved the inclusion of roughly 176,000 acres of Utah’s State Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA) land in the boundaries of the National Monument. Incredibly, the White House was not aware of the existence of SITLA land or their
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29 Ibid. Pg. 6.
importance and needed an explanation of their benefits to schoolchildren the day before the National Monument’s designation. According to the Utah Geological Survey, “the value of the recoverable coal on School Trust lands [was] at least $17 billion but could [have been] $25 billion or more” with potential royalties worth $1.4-$2 billion. Years later, to partially compensate the State of Utah, SITLA received 145,000 acres of land outside the National Monument and a $50 million cash equalization payment.

As mentioned above, following the National Monument Review, President Trump reduced the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument and separated it into three units. Following President Trump’s actions, opposing environmental groups charged that the Administration improperly reduced the boundaries of the Grand-Staircase to accommodate energy and political interests. Subsequently, the Interior Department Inspector General conducted an independent investigation, and issued a report exonerating the Administration of any improprieties and reaffirmed the legalities of the National Monument Review process undertaken by then-Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke.